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For appropriately understanding what is Chinese as a kind of audio-visual 

interpersonal medium in itself, the term ‘language,’ along with all its relative systems 

of knowledge, is not a suitable predicate, maybe even an obstructive frame of 

reference. Unfortunately, not only most of the Westerners, including scholars of 

language and philosophy, but also most of contemporary Chinese scholars, treat 

Chinese as a language in a taken-for-granted manner. This is one of the unconscious 

effects of so-called ‘soft colonization’ or ‘invisible colonization.’ 

By ‘Chinese’(中文) I mean here first of all the writing system of Chinese 

characters, and secondly its vocal performance in some important situations, which 

always keep a ‘refined/ vulgar’ (雅俗)relationship with both the dialects and the 

ordinary life speeches. Chinese is just a more refined system of audio-visual 

interpersonal medium to dialects and everyday speeches as ‘great man’ (君子) a kind 

of more refined people to ‘small man’(小人). It is the degree of refinement that 

makes them different---different by ‘qi’(氣)
1
, not different by class. Only a dialectical 

relationship, either a ‘dominant/ oppressed’ [literate/ illiterate] one or a ‘structural/ 

historical’ [langue/ parole] one, would base its difference upon class, and that is the 

case of language.  

Chinese work is a kind of refined medium, ‘wen’(文). It is not a text, i.e., not a 

cross-referential construction. Only linguistic work can be a text. That is why Chinese 

has not grammar, and is a field of hermeneutics neither. 

There are at least four differences between Chinese as wen and English as a 

language: (1) Chinese runs by qi (氣). It does not follow logic and use concepts. (2) 

Chinese characters are not signs. They are growing cells, ‘zi’(字). (3) Chinese has no 

meaning, but hints of traces, ‘yi-si’(意思).
2
 (4) Chinese is not initiated and 

appropriated by a subject. It is just a refining activity played by skillful agents, 

‘wen-ren’(文人). 

According to the above-mentioned criterion, classical Chinese (文言) is surely 

more refined than modern Chinese (白話) although both two are not suitable for 

linguistic analysis. The only one style of Chinese which could be called 

‘language ’and could be analyzed by linguistic methods is the ‘Westernized Chinese.’ 

It is  originated mainly from translations of Western works in the past fifty years, 

and is now prevailing the academic-cultural circles in Taiwan and Mainland China. 

                                                 
1
 ’qi’ (氣) is not an entity but a hint of the rhythmic traces of to and fro (yin- yang 陰陽). 

2
 For example, in Chinese, water (水) is not H2O but a disposition of running down and permeation. 


